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Dried-up construction funding leaves valuable land 
vacant along the Intracoastal Waterway
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The so-called globa
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• Nevertheless, the effects of the crisis have extended far beyond the countries that experienced crises
themselves. 

• Evidence indicates that rapid credit growth and high leverage before the financial crisis in the United 
States and in some other countries left many countries vulnerable to adverse effects of the crisis. 

 
 

e financial crisis that hit the U th
ancial crisis”? The term has become increasingly common, but it is misleading at best. 

any countries did not suffer a financial crisis. For instance, the United States’ major trading partner

n to the United States, many countries in Europe experienced financial crises in 2007 and 2008, 
cluding the United Kingdom and Ireland, but several did not, including Italy, for example.  
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ects across the globe. These effects are perhaps most 
ngible in halted construction projects, both in the United 
ates and other countries. 
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Stalled condo construction in Barbados

2009, with 700 hundred workers laid off (Dovkants 2009, 
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dson 2010, ”Protecting Barbadians” 2010).  

is halted construction in Barbados is similar to halted 
nstruction in the United States, even though Barbados did 

financial cris
affected by the crisis and ensuing difficulties else
First, the country’s tourism has suffered because 
recession that followed the crisis in many countr
worldwide funding for risky projects such as new 
communities has declined because of the financial crisis. 
Other countries around the globe also have been 

Effects of the crisis around the world 

What factors determined which countries were 
were? There are, of course, many suggested ans
about the answer, some systematic empirical res

nancial Innovation and Stability recently cos
lated issues. The conference, “The Financial
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nference, Berkman et al. (2009), directly examines the effect of the financial crisis across cou

ston Gelos, one of Berkman’s coauthors, presented their paper, in which they systematically 
plore the effects of the crisis on output across emerging and developing countries. They examine

ide range of factors that might account for lower output growth after the crisis of 2007 and 20
y find that a few factors explain much of the observed decrease ine

real gross domestic product (GDP) growth. 

For the forty-three emerging economies the aut
before the financial crisis are the most important
GDP. Both higher leverage and credit growth l
credit supply. Much of the evidence is associated
well as Central Asian countries, but the results 

The evidence for these emerging economies also 
fixed or managed exchange rate, is associated with 
exchange rate can provide a buffer from adverse
for a country’s goods or services, as in Barbad

her countries’ currencies and lesse

los and his coauthors also analyze data for these emerging countries plus low-income developing
onomies. They find that the global decline in trade is an important factor for explaining these 
untries’ decreases in GDP. Countries producing manufactured products were affected mor

                                                        
1 Barbados has a fixed exchange rate relative to the U.S. dollar, a policy that is relatively common in the Caribbean. 

The comment above is not meant to suggest that Barbados would be better off with a flexible exchange rate. 
Barbados is a relatively small country, with about 285,000 people in 2010. 
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e emerging countries alone.  

nclusion 

e “global financial crisis” did not really occur globally. But the financial crisis centered in the Unite
ates and Europe has had effects worldwide. Some effects of the crisis in the United States—halted 
nstruction projects and declines in GDP—are mirrored in parts of the world that have not expe-
nced a financial crisis.  

ed far beyond the countries with crises themselves. This spread is 
e partly to countries’ vulnerability to the decreases in the global supply of credit since the crisis an
rtly due to their vulnerability to the global decline in the demand for goods and services. 

rald Dwyer is the director of the Center for Financial Innovation and Stability at the Atlanta F
 thanks R.W. Hafer for helpful comments on an earlier draft. 
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